• QSAR models were developed on HIV-protease inhibitors.
Introduction
The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1) is a retrovirus which affects the immune system of the body leaving the victim vulnerable to opportunistic infections, malignancies and neurological disorder with progression of the HIV infection. The acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) is the most advanced stage of HIV infection, an epidemic disease with significant health challenges worldwide. Since HIV was identified more than three decades ago, it has spread to almost all parts of the world [1, 2] . Owing to its rapid spread it has become a serious global threat and to date, there is no curative treatment for this fatal disease. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), a total of 37.20 million people are living with AIDS and 1.20 million people died in 2014 alone. The HIV-1 [1, [3] [4] [5] virus shows extensive and dynamic genetic diversity [6] which has implications for the understanding of viral transmission, pathogenesis and diagnosis, and strongly influences strategies for vaccine development. The HIV-1 protease receptor (HIV-1 PR) is a key therapeutic target for the development of anti-HIV inhibitors [7] for the treatment of AIDS as it plays an important role in the maturation and replication of the virus. HIV-1 PR is comprised of a homodimeric C-2 symmetric structure and one catalytic aspartic residue contributed by each monomer along with threonine and glycine residues which are flexible and a flap that favours the binding of substrate and inhibitors. Highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART), protease inhibitors (PIs) and reverse-transcriptase inhibitors are widely used for the treatment of HIV -infection worldwide and have resulted in the extraordinary success of HIV/AIDS chemotherapy [8] [9] [10] [11] . Rapid development of drug-resistant HIV-1 variants and transmission of these resistant viral strains along with the adverse side effects of currently used HIV-1 PIs, remain critical factors which limit the clinical success of HAART [12] [13] [14] . Several research groups globally have developed HIV-1 protease inhibitors which show excellent antiviral profiles [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . A few clinically approved HIV-1 protease inhibitors (atazanavir, indivanir, nelfinavir and sequinavir) are available for treatment of HIV/AIDS but these are very peptide-like and have poor bio-availability. Consequently, there is a demand to identify new potential PIs with enhanced activity against drug resistant variants and exceptional pharmacokinetic and safety profiles.
The primary objective of the present work was to establish the relationships between the chemical structure and corresponding biological activity through statistical methods in terms of QSAR modelling. QSARs are statistically validated and mathematical relationships between experimental or calculated properties obtained from molecular structures with biological activities. The experimental or calculated properties obtained from chemical structures are the descriptors which characterize specific information of the molecule being studied. The QSAR models provide insights into the essential structural information of the ligands or inhibitors which contribute to biological activity [22] . Descriptors are generally categorised as physico-chemical, topological and electronic, geometric and structural, and simple indicatorparameters. Further, descriptors can also be divided based on dimensionality (0D, 1D, 2D or 3D) [23] . Geometry-based descriptors are generally difficult to calculate and require high computational costs and long computational calculation time. Consequently the conformation-independent descriptors such as 0D, 1D and 2D QSAR/QSPR models based on the constitutional and topological molecular features of compounds have been developed as an alternate approach [24, 25] . In general the QSAR models are developed on molecular graph based descriptors [26] [27] [28] but the simplified molecular input-line entry system (SMILES) representation can also be considered for the molecular structure [29] [30] [31] which can further be used for molecular descriptor calculations followed by development of QSAR models. The descriptors based on SMILES notation depend both on the molecular structure and the property under analysis irrespective of details from the 3D-molecular geometry [22] .
The descriptors generated from SMILES-based molecular structure and further used for development of QSAR models is an attractive direction of research work in the field of the QSAR theory and applications [32] [33] [34] . Several research groups have already proven the importance of the methodology, which was capable of developing models with a similar or improved quality to the ones built with descriptors containing thousands of 0D-3D
descriptors [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] .
Therefore the current research work was considered to build QSAR models based on the SMILES notation optimal descriptors using the Monte Carlo method for HIV-protease inhibitors followed by analysis and explanation of involvement of molecular fragments responsible for the inhibition of HIV-protease.
Materials and methods

Dataset
In order to develop QSAR models a set of 129 HIV protease inhibitors [42] [43] [44] (Tables S1 -S3) with their inhibitory activity. The SMILES format of whole dataset was generated for input purposes. The Ki values were converted into pK i as pK i = log[(1/K i )x1000] and considered as the endpoint of the QSAR. The whole dataset was randomly divided into three splits (Splits 1 to 3) and further each split was arbitrarily distributed into training, calibration, test and validation sets. Each of the set has specific role in QSAR formulation. The training set was used for model development and calibration and test sets were used to check the predictive ability of developed model. The validation set was used for final estimation of the model using those compounds that were invisible during model formulationi.e. no information from the validation set was involved in the model generation.
Optimal descriptors
The molecular structures were converted into SMILES format which is one of the convenient representations of chemical compounds. The SMILES format can be used to select optimal molecular descriptors which are mathematical functions of so-called correlation weights (CW) that is "Descriptors of Correlation Weights" (DCW). The Monte Carlo algorithm was used to calculate the DCW. Firstly, the DCW were calculated without considering the influence of the cyclic rings as per following equation (1) .
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Where, T is the threshold which defines as coefficient for classifying various molecular features extracted from SMILES into two classes: a) active, in which CW is involved in the modelling process and b) rare, in which CW is not involved in the modelling process. The N epoch is the number of epochs used in the Monte Carlo optimization that provides the best statistical results of the calibration set. The S k represents one or two symbols from SMILES which cannot be inspected separately. and PAIR refers to the probable grouping of pair atoms and/or SMILES attributes (for example double, triple, and stereochemical bonds) that takes place in the structure together. α, β, γ, x, y and t are discrete coefficient with values 0 and 1. Details of the above descriptors with example are explained by Worachartcheewan et al. [39] .
In the case of the second version of optimal descriptors calculation, in addition to the equation (1) the influence of cyclic rings on inhibitory activity were also considered and the equation is given below (2).
Where, C3, C4, C5, C6 and C7 are three-membered cycles, four-membered cycles, fivemembered cycles, six-membered cycles and seven-membered cycles. Details of such descriptors are explained elsewhere [45] . The purpose of optimization is to obtain the maximal correlation coefficient between optimal descriptors and the end point of the training set.
Monte Carlo method was used to calculate the CW which gives the best statistical results for the test set. In order to search the preferable threshold (T*) and preferable number of epochs (N*), range of T and N epoch were selected from 1 to 10 and 1 to 20 respectively. The best (N*, T*) were selected from each split based on best statistical results. The preferable statistics of the calibration set makes it possible to calculate the endpoint value using numerical values of correlation weights from the training set as follows:
Where, endpoint is the inhibitory constant and, C 0 and C 1 are constant. The external validation set which was not involved for model building was used to verify the predictive potential of the model.
Validation
Validation of any statistical model is an essential and crucial step to verify the predictive ability and reliability of the model. Any QSAR model can be validated by means of a) internal validation using training set compounds; b) external validation using test compounds;
and c) Y-scrambling or randomization of data. Several studies [34, 35, 37, 38, 41] used these validation methodologies on SMILES notation optimal descriptor based QSAR models. In this respect the cross-validated correlation coefficient (Q 2 ) and error of estimation (s) were calculated based on predicted activity of training compounds. High Q 2 (>0.5) and low s explained better predictive ability of the model [46] . Furthermore, in order to confirm the good predictive ability of the training set compounds, the modified r 2 (r 2 m(LOO) ) developed by Roy et al. [47, 48] 
Where R 2 and R 2 r were utilized from the non-randomized and randomized model respectively. For acceptance of QSAR model the threshold value of C R 2 p should be greater than 0.5.
Results and discussion
In the current research work, HIV-protease inhibition constant activity (K i ) was used as a function of molecular features extracted from SMILES-based attributes. A set of 129 HIVprotease inhibitors were modelled in online freely available CORAL software (http://www.insilico.eu/coral/) which is based on the Monte Carlo optimization technique. In this technique molecular description in the form of SMILES was used to develop well predictive and statistically validated QSAR models and further QSAR models were used to predict the endpoint data that is the pK i values. Two approaches were considered to develop QSAR models viz. with and without considering influence of cyclic rings of the molecules in inhibitory activity. In order to identify the optimal T and N epoch (T* and N* epoch ) for Monte Carlo optimization the training set molecules were used to develop models using threshold values in the range of 1 to 10 and the number of epochs ranging from 1 to 20 ( Figure 1 ) for each splits. Finally the T* and N* were chosen based on best statistical results and further used for constructing the QSAR models. In case of without considering influence of rings on activity, the best (T*, N*) for splits 1, 2 and 3 were found to be (1, 17) , (1, 12) and (1, 19) respectively. On the other hand, the optimal (T*, N*) were (1, 19) , (1, 18) and (1, 12) for splits 1, 2 and 3 respectively by considering the influence of rings on the inhibitory activity. The whole data set was divided into four groups i.e. training, calibration, test and validation sets in each split. The training set was used for model generation while rest of the sets were used for evaluating the predictive performance of generated models. influence of rings on the inhibitory activity of the training set molecules. On the other side, Models 2, 3 and 4 were generated with involvement of the influence of rings on the inhibitory activity of training set molecules of splits 1, 2 and 3 respectively. All models were developed using best Monte Carlo optimization runs and also according to Organisation for Economic and Co-operation (OECD) principles [52] . developed not by chance [39] . In case of Models 1 to 6 the values of the metric lie between 0.130 to 0.003 which is below the criteria mentioned above, therefore models were developed not by chance. Similarly chance correlations were evaluated by the Y-scrambling technique.
In the method the Y value (i.e. pK i ) was randomized and reordered with respect to its associated descriptors. Correspondingly the Y-scrambling was performed for 1000 trials in ten separate runs for all three splits. The average value of each run is given in supplementary file (Tables S4 -S6) . If the correlation of randomised runs are better than the original then the models may be developed by chance. In the present study it was observed that no randomised run obtained better correlation than the original run in case of Models 1 to 6.
Therefore Models 1 to 6 were developed not by chance and they are robust in nature. The correlation values of original and randomized runs are given in supplementary file (Tables S4   -S6 ).
Comparison of results (Table 1) In this manuscript molecule H1 was considered to explain the impact of molecular features on pK i . It was observe that smiles attributes "3……" and "C……1" have positive influence on pK i in case of Models 3, 4, 5 and 6. The attribute NOSP11100000 (presence of "N", "O" and "S" but absence of "P") gives negative impact on pK i in case of Models 2 -6 but positive for Model 1. The HALO00000000 (absence of halogen atoms) increases the pK i in the case of models developed without considering the influence of the rings (Models 1, 3 and 5), but decreases the pK i in the presence of cyclic rings (Models 2, 4 and 6). BOND10100000 attributes contribute negative impact on all models except Model 6. Decrease of pK i due to presence of oxygen and double bond occurs in all models. Presence of nitrogen atom in case of Models 3 -6 gives an increased pK i value while for Models 1 and 2 its involvement decreases the pK i value. The "++++N---S===" was found to be important for increasing the pK i in the case of the presence of cyclic rings (Models 2, 4 and 6). Another attribute "++++S---B2==" gives negative influence on pK i in for Models 2 -5, but for Models 1 and 6 its impact is positive. Presence of chirality with anti-clockwise ("@") gives negative influence for inhibitory activity for Models 1, 2, 4, and 6. Influence of chirality with clockwise ("@@") increases the pK i in all models except Model 2. From the above discussion it is clear that models developed (Models 1 -6) using the HIV-protease inhibitors with considering the inhibitory constant as endpoints have mechanistic interpretations for deducing how the molecular features can be attributed to appropriate atoms and/or molecular fragments.
The pK i of well-known HIV-protease inhibitors such as atazanavir, indivanir, nelfinavir and sequinavir were calculated as per Models 1 to 6 and given in Table 2 . The calculated activity explained that influence of rings have positive impact inhibitory activity as pK i values were found to be higher in models developed with considering rings (Models 2, 4 and 6) in comparison to models developed without considering the influence of rings in inhibitory activity. Therefore the models developed using atomic and molecular fragments using SMILES notation can successfully predict the inhibitory activity of unknown molecules.
Therefore the developed models can be used to design new molecular scaffolds of HIVprotease inhibitors with increased or decreased inhibitory activities. 
Conclusions
The predictive QSAR models for HIV-protease inhibitors were developed with inhibitory constant using online CORAL software. Incorporation of the Monte Carlo optimization technique in CORAL software provides an effective and prominent tool to develop good statistical QSAR models. SMILES-based descriptors were used with and without considering the influence of different rings on the inhibitory activity. The predictive performance of all models were tested. The radar plot also explained the well-fitness of experimental and calculated inhibitory activities of training set molecules. The statistical quality of the models explained that cyclic rings influence the inhibition of HIV-protease. All models have mechanistic interpretations in terms of the importance of molecular features on correlation weights for increases or decreases in the inhibitory activity (pK i ). The developed models can be used to for prediction of inhibitory constants for HIV-protease inhibitors without experiments. The predictive nature of all models was validated according to OECD guidelines. Therefore it can be concluded that the data represented indicates that the suggested approach can be applied to design novel and potential HIV protease inhibitors for the wider community of people with HIV. 
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